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The linearized collision integral for a many-temperature molecular mixture is expressed in terms 
of correlation functions describing the internal degrees of freedom of the colliding particles. The 
influence of inelastic collisions on the form of spectrum of the Boltzmann operator is discussed in 
the impulse approximation, with collisions of structureless particles with diatomic molecules a~ ~n 
example. The dependence of the spectrum on the particle mass ratio and on the form of the colllswn 
pseudopotential is investigated. In the case of a large mass difference between the colliding parti
cles, the transition from the integral Boltzmann operator to a differential operator of finite order is 
considered. An equation of the Fokker-Planck type for the eigenvalues of the Boltzmann operator 
(the s-spectrum), with allowance for the rotational transitions, is solved by the WKB method for 
electrons in a weakly-ionized plasma of homonuclear molecules. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN the analysis of the spectrum of the linearized 
Boltzmann operator (and of the dispersion equation for 
a spatially inhomogeneous system) one usually confines 
oneself to a consideration of classical elastic collisions 
in different model approximations (see, e.g.,P• 21 ). The 
transition to the quantum theory may change not only 
the eigenvalues, but also the very form of the spectrum; 
furthermore, a consistent allowance for the contribu
tion of inelastic collisions is possible only on the basis 
of the quantum collision integral. The error due to 
failure to take into account the inelastic collisions of 
the molecules becomes quite appreciable at high tem
peratures kT » nw ( w is the vibrational frequency), 
when the excited states become populated and the ex
change of energy between the translational and internal 
degrees of freedom increases sharply. At the same 
time, in the high-temperature region one can use the 
impulse approximation, according to which the inelastic 
scattering in molecular systems proceeds in a manner 
"similar" (accurate to the square of the modulus of 
the Fourier component of the pseudopotential) to the 
scattering of thermal neutrons by nuclei of atoms that 
are chemically bound in polyatomic molecules. This 
makes it possible to use the method of correlation 
functions, developed for the description of thermaliza
tion and transport of neutrons in a thermostat whose 
internal degrees of freedom can be excited, for the 
study of the influence of inelastic collisions on the 
spectrum of the Boltzmann operator. 

As is well known (see(ll), if the arrival terms of 
the collision integral is compact, it follows from the 
Weyl-von Neumann theorem that the form of the limit
ing spectrum of the Boltzmann operator 

ft(p) = J dp'[W(p', p)f(p')- W(p,p')/(p)] =-'- A/(p) (1.1) 

is determined by the behavior of the collision fre
quency v{p). In the general case the set of eigenfunc,
tions describing the discrete spectrum is not com
plete. In the region of variation of the function v(p) 
there is located a continuous spectrum A (and perhaps 
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also individual eigenvalues). To determine the position 
of the band Vmin < A < ZJmax• we can regard the rela
tion 

Z(TJ) = J dpv(p)fo(P). f,(p) = (TJ/n)'1'C'"' {1.2) 

as the Fourier transform of the function 21rv and 
express the number of collisions Z( rJ) in terms of a 
correlator of the collision operator 7 (henceforth 
ti = k = e = 1): 

Z(TJ) = n, J dt(~(t)~'(O)). (1.3) 

We shall consider a two-component spatially-homo
geneous system containing a non-equilibrium small 
admixture of relaxing particles (mass M1 ) in a local
equilibrium thermostat of particles (mass M2, concen
tration n2) with translational temperature T. The 
symbol ( .•. ) in (1.3) denotes quantum-mechanical 
averaging over the internal and external variables of 
the colliding particles and statistical averaging over 
the thermostats with internal temperature Tt and T2, 
the translational temperature T, and the "tempera
ture'' ( Y2) M1 rJ. From the inversion theorem we get 

Even if it is impossible to invert the Laplace transform 
in explicit form, the behavior of the function v ( p) as 
p - oo and p - 0 can be determined with the aid of the 
corresponding limit theorems. In the Born approxima
tion r = V, and changing over to the Fourier trans
form of the collision potential, the Boltzmann operator 
I and the frequency v( p) can be expressed in terms of 
the correlation functions of the colliding particles. For 
example, for the collision frequency we have (see [31; 
H is the internal-energy operator) 

v(p) = n, Jap'_I dt(exp(itH) V(q)exp(- itH) V'(q).) m'p [it p'~~12 

- 2~2(it+t'T) ], q=p'-p. (1.5) 
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The differential scattering cross section averaged over 
the thermostat (and consequently also the collision 
integral) can be expressed in terms of the correlation 
functions of the colliding particles also in the case of 
resonance scattering, and also in different variants of 
the impulse approximation (seef4- 7 l). In[7J are dis
cussed in detail the limits of applicability of the im
pulse approximation for the rate constants of vibra
tional transitions in collisions of polyatom ic molecules 
with atoms. For atoms with small vibrational quanta 
(the halogens Br2, I2, centrally-symmetrical molecules 
of the type XC14 , etc.), the main condition for the ap
plicability of the impulse approximation kT » nw be
gins to be satisfied at temperatures T ~ 1500--2000°K, 
when the dissociation can still be neglected (see, 
e.g.,CSl). The rotational transitions can be considered 
in the impulse approximation already at room tempera
tures practically for all molecules with the exception 
of the lightest ones ( H 2 ) • 

2. INELASTIC-COLLISION INTEGRAL 

In the impulse approximation, the scattering of the 
v-th atom of the molecule of the first kind ( 1 :S v :S N1, 
aggregate of internal temperatures T1) by the n-th 
atom of the molecule of the second kind ( 1 :S n :S N2; 
T 2 ) will be described by the pseudopotential Vvn· 
Analogouslyr 3J we obtain for the integral of the in
elastic collisions 

(2.1) 

( p'-p'')] ( o' ' -/(p)exp it--- exp --(it+t'T) ID(q,t), 
2M, 2M, 

Na Ns 

ID(q,t)= .E .E V.,.v: ••• (exp{iqr.(t)}exp{-iqr,.})r,,. 

X(exp{iqr.(t)} exp {- iqr •• } )r,. 

Neglecting the intermolecular interactions, the corre
lation between the oscillations, and the rotation and 
anharmonicity of the oscillations, and using the mass
tensor formalism (see, e.g.,r 9l), we can write for the 
correlators in (2.1) 

ID(q,t)= .E r, V •• v.~ •• ((exp{iqx.(t)}exp{-iqx...})r,. 
v,v'=i n,n'=i 

x(exp {iqx.(t)} exp {-iqx •• } )r exp [iq(R • .' + R •• •) -'/,(it+ t'T,,)qp.q .. 
-'/,(it+ t'T,,)qp.q])g; (2.2) 

here p 11 is the mass tensor; Rvv' is the equilibrium 
distance between the atoms v and v', and x11 is the 
displacement of the v-the atom (mass m11 ); T~r is the 
rotational temperature and T1v is the set of vibrational 
temperatures (generally speaking, they are different 
for different vibrational modes) in molecules of the 
first kind. In the harmonic approximation we have 

(') 

x.(t)= L, c; {a;exp(-iw;t)+a/exp(iwt)}, (2.3) 
1 f2N,m.w1 

Wj and c! 11 > are the frequency and the amplitude vector 
J A 

of the v-th atom for the j-th mode; aj and ll.j are the 
quantum creation and annihilation operators in the j -th 
mode. 

Using (2.3), we can average in (2.2) over the vibra
tions and over the orientations. The averaging over the 
angles by introducing an effective mass after Krieger
Nelkin(sJ gives fair results for highly-symmetrical 
polyatomic molecules (such as methane), but not for 
linear moleculesflOJ. We confine ourselves below to 
the simplest case of an admixture of simple particles 
in a thermostat of homonuclear molecules. 

Averaging in (2.2) with the aid of (2.3), we can find 
a more general expression than is customarily em
ployed (see, e.g.,r 9l) for the oscillator correlation 
function 

((exp{iqr(t) }exp{- iqr} )r)r, 

= - 1-J dQ dQ'I G(Q, !J') I' exp{iqR(z-z')}ID., (~.4) 
Zrot 

Ill.= exp {--q-'_ [<z' + z"- 2zz' coswt)cth~+ 2izz'sinwt ]}. 
2M,w 2T. 

z=cos6; 

the rotational Green's function G in the quasiclassical 
approximation was obtained inf 3l: 

When (2.4) is taken into account, the collision inte
gral has a very complicated form, and we shall there
fore use below the classical expression for G. Neglect
ing the interference term in (2.2) ( qR » 1) we obtain 
ultimately (p- pv'2M1T, t- t/T) 

I 

ID(q.t) = 21 VI' J.dzF, F = exp[- yq'(1- z') (it+ t'T,/T)- yq'z'f], 
0 

2T w ( w ) 2T w f=-cth- 1-cos-t +i-sin-t, 
w 2T. T w T 

M, (2.5) 
y= M,· 

From (2.1)-(2.5) we obtain for the symmetrized kernel 

K(p, p') = exp {(p" - p') I 2} W (p, p') 

of the Boltzmann operator the expression 
I • 

K(p, p') = 4n,M,f2M,TI VI' J dz J dtexp[ (it-'/,) (p'- p") 
0 -- (2.6) 

- yq'(it + t') ]F. 

In the approximation where I v 12 = v~ and F = 1' the 
kernel (2.6) describes elastic collisions of structure
less hard spheres 

(2.7) 

K _ a,u,n, ,("2T 
o-~· Uo = y "jf.'; 

the cross section of the ''hard" molecule is 

a,= 16:n:'M.'V,', 

The kernel (2.7) with y = 1 was investigated in detail 
by Carlemanf111 • InPl (see alsor 12l) it is shown that the 
third iteration of Ke is quadratically integrable, so 
that the corresponding operator is compact (fully con
tinuous), i.e., it has a discrete spectrum and a com
plete set of quadratically integrable eigenfunctions. Let 
us prove the compactness of the operator with inelastic 
kernel (2.6) for pseudopotentials that admit of the 
representation 

lVI' = v,• J dxu(x)e-••', J dxu(x) < oo, (2.8) 
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and let us consider first the particular case (2.7) (the 
hard-sphere approximation corresponds to v(x) = o(x)). 

According to[ 11l, the divergence of the integral with 
iteration K~ is due to the insufficiently rapid decrease, 
as p - ""', of the function 

P(p)= J dp'K,'(p,p')o 

Carleman's direct estimate of the integral in (2.9) 
yielded 

pP (p) --+ const, p --+ oo 0 

(2.9) 

(2.9') 

In order to determine the rate of decrease of the inte
grals of the type (2.9) asp-«>, we shall employ the 
procedure used in the calculation of the frequency 
v( p) in (1.2)- (1.4). We introduce a cutoff factor 

(2.9") 

and regard (2.9") as the Laplace transform of the func
tion 2rrpP. With the aid of a double integral represen
tation (see (2.6)) of the square of the kernel K~(p, p'), 
integrating with respect to p and p', we obtain for 
Il(7J) 

n'Ko' J J dt, dt,[ (t, + t, + i)' +iT] (t, + t, + i} (2.10) 

Inverting the Laplace transform in (2.9")-(2.10), we 
can explicitly calculate P(p) (see[13l, 5.3.23). For our 
purposes, however, it suffices to know the behavior of 
II( 1J) as 1J - 0 and to use the corresponding limit 
theorem for the Laplace transformation. Namely, 
since according to (2.10) 

lim TJil(TJ} =C., 
1 

C, = 2n'-Ko', 
y 

(2.10') 
.,...o 

we obtain (2.9'). 
We proceed to consider the inelastic kernel (2.5) 

and (2.6), and for simplicity we shall assume through
out that the thermostat is in full equilibrium ( Tr = Tv 
= T). In analogy with (2.10), we obtain 

1 

II(TJ) = n'Ko' J J dz, dz, J J dx, dx,v(x 1) v(x,) '¥, 
0 

'¥ = JJ dt, dt,{(t, + t,+ i)' + iTJ(t, + t,+ i)+ TJ(X, + x,) 

(2.11) 

+TJY[A,(t,'+it,)+A,(t,'+it,)+z,'r(t,)+z,'r(t,)]}-'", A= 2-z'o 

Using the integral representation for the denominator 
in (2.11) and expanding the kernel (2.6) in Bessel func
tions: 

e-rrtt) = e-"'" •'• ~ e' .. nt-on In (xfm sh m) ' m w/2T 
'-' 'Y 't' 't' = ' (2.12) 

we can calculate the internal integrals with respect to 
t 1 and t 2 in (2.11 ). In the limit as 1J - 0 we have 

'¥--+ 4yn t t j duexpf -u'(A,+A, + x,+x') 
TJYYA,+A, l 4 y 

n,=-~ n,=-~ 0 (2,13} 

, cth<p( '+ ') cp'(n,-n,)'] ( z,'u') ( z,'u') -u -- Z1 Z2 ---'-"---:--_.....:..,- In, --In,-- o 

<p u'(A, +A,) <psh<p <psh<p 

From (2.11)--(2.13) there follows the relation of the 
type (2.10'). Neglecting the factor 

[ cp'(n,-n,)'] 
exp-u'(A,+A,) .:;;;1, 

we obtain for the constant in (2.10') the estimate 
<X) 

( I:: In(x) =ex) 
n=-«> 

1 

C<4n'~Ko'JJ dz,dz, JJdx,dx,v(x,)v(x,) [1 (2.14) 
y o A,+A, 

+ [ 4(x, + x,)+ 8: (z.' + z,')th ~]I y(A, +A,) r· 0 

In particular, in the hard-molecule approximation we 
have C < Ce = 2rr4 K~/y. Thus, allowance for the 
vibrational transitions in collisions does not violate 
(2.9'). 

Let us prove the boundedness of P( p) for any p, 
i.e., let us prove that the kernel K(p, p') is a Carle
man kernel. Using in (2.6) the expansion (2.12) and 
integrating with respect to t, we get 

' -1 s' dz [ 1 ( 4 ) K(p,p)=4n,M,Y2nM,T-IVI' ----=exp --yq' A+-z'cth<p 
q , fA 4 cp 

00 

- ( q' + 2pq)'] [Io ( yq'z') + 2 ~ I. ( yq'z') 
4yAq' <psh<p ~ <pshcp 

(2.15) 

X ( -~)ch<p(q'+2pq)t1] xe P A ' A ' 0 y q y q 

Here the term with t::.. = 0 describes elastic scattering 
by the ground and excited states of the oscillator, and 
the terms with t::.. ;7f. 0 take into account the contribution 
of the multiquantum transitions with change of the 
vibrational quantum number by t::... 

We change over in (2.9) from the variable p' to q. 
Taking into account the inequalities 

q'- 2pq.:;;; q' + 2pq.:;;; q' + 2pq, I.(x) < Io(x), (2.15') 

we obtain 

P(p) < 128n'n,TM,M,' J dqe-"'B'(q), (2.16) 
0 

where 

' dz yq'z' 1 Y 
B(q)= lVI' J -=Io (--) exp[-yq'z' --q'z'cth<p 

0 )'A tpsh<p 4 lcp 
(2.16') 

- (q- 2p)'] [1 + 2 '\i exp (- tp't1' ) ch cp(q + 2P) t1 ]0 
4yA I... yAq' yAq 

6:;;1 

For finite q we have B( q) < ""'. Let us prove the con
vergence of the integral in (2.16) as q - ""'. Replacing 
in (2.16') the summation over t::.. by integration 
(q 2: q0 » rp/.fY) we obtain for the integral with re
spect to q( IV 12 < «> as q- «>) 

S~ dqq'Io (yq'z,' )/0 ( yq'z,') e-•·•'H''I VI'< oo, 
<p sh <p <p sh <p 0 

•. (2.17) 

~. = y4 (A,+ A,)+ : cth tp(z.' + z,'), ~2 = _g_ (~ + _ 1_) 0 

.. y A, A, 

Since P(p) < ""'• we conclude from (2.9') that 

P(p) < C' I (1 + p) o (2.18) 
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Further, following Dorfman exactly r 121, we obtain for 
the square of the third integration of the kernel the 
estimate 

J dp' K,'(p, p') < C"/(1 + p)', (2.18') 

from which follows compactness of the operator with 
the kernel K(p, p'). 

3. COLLISION FREQUENCY 

In the general case of inelastic collisions with exci
tation of rotational, vibrational, and electronic degrees 
of freedom, the correlator in (1.5)-(2.1) is a compli
cated function of q and t. We shall therefore first 
consider the case of elastic collisions. The collision 
frequency can be expressed in terms of the probability 
Wo(P, p') of the change of the absolute magnitude of 
the momentum 

1 ~ 
v (p) = J dp'W(p, p') =-S dp'p'W,(p,p'), (3.1) 

p 0 

W,(p,p')=pp' S dQW(p,p'). 

For the one-dimensional probability of the elastic 
collisions W0 we can easily obtain from (1.5) (H = O) 
and (3.1) (<I> is the probability integral) 

n' dxv(x) [ p'- p'" ] 
W,(p,p')=-=K•J-=exp --(y-1) · (3.2) 

"fy 1v+4x 2y 

{ [ p'-p''] 
X exp -_--c, [!D(c,p+c,p')+<D(c,p'-c,p)8(p,p')]-(c,+'=-c,)}, 

~ . 

iv'+4zv±i 
Ct,2="'-'----:::'--

2l'y 
fi?J(p,p') ={ + 1, 

-1, 

p' <p 

p'> p 

For the collision frequency we obtain from (3.1) and 
(3.2) (the same result follows directly from (1.2), see 
the formulas for the inversion of the Laplace inte
gralr13l, 5.3.22) 

v,(p) 1 J dx 
w(p) = ~-=- - v(x) [!l>(u)- a!D(au)e-·~•-•'J], (3.3) 

n'K, p x 
p 

u = ---=-, 
"'/y 

a'= (v+i)' 
4y 

In the particular case of hard-sphere collisions 
v(x) = li(x), and (3.2) and (3.3) go over into the well 
known result (see, e.g.r 14 l). Let us consider in greater 
detail the case of the Born approximation for a 
Gaussian potential, when V(r) ~ exp (- r 2/2r~ ), v(x) 
= li(x- x0 ), and 

whence 

1 
w (p) = -[!l>(u)- a0!D(ua,) e-·~•-a,'J], 

px, 

a 
a, = --====

"fx,+ a' 
Xo = 2M,Tro', 

(3.4) 

w(O) = 2 , w'(O) = 0, w"(O) = 4 (a'- x,) 
(xo+a')"fny 3(x,+a')'"fny · (3.5) 

When x0 = a 2 we have wll(o) = wiii(o) = 0, wiV(O) 
=- 4/5xo.f1TY < 0. 

Since asymptotically w(p) ~ 1/p for all x 0 "' 0, it 
is necessary to discuss two different cases: x0 2:: a 2 

and Xo < £1' 2• 

I. If Xo 2:: a 2 (a0 s 1//2), w(p) decreases mono
tonically with increasing p and the spectrum lies in 
the region>..'> Wmax = w(O) (A.= A1 7T2Ko). A Gaus
sian potential with sufficiently large radius of action 
can be regarded as "semi-hard" and the limiting 
case of very large x0 corresponds to a soft long
range potential (r 0 -oo). 

II. For x 0 < a 2 the function w( p) has a minimum 
at the point p = 0, and consequently is not monotonic, 
so that possibly w(O) <A. < Wmax· Thus, for hard 
forces with small radius of action the continuous spec
trum occupies a broader region than for "semi-hard." 
In the limit as x 0 - 0, the width of the band of the con
tinuous spectrum becomes infinite, and a discrete 
spectrum appears at x 0 = 0 in the region 
A.'< 2/a 2.f1TY (see (3.4)). The width of the band of the 
discrete spectrum depends on the ratio y = M1 /M2. It 
is maximal at y = % and tends to zero as y - 0 and 
y- co (the former case corresponds, e.g., to scattering 
of neutrons or light atoms in the hard-sphere approxi
mation by a heavy gas, and to scattering of electrons by 
molecules). 

Of considerable interest is the special case x0 

= a,J a 2 - 1. As follows from (3.2), in this case the 
- I p'2 p2 /2 symmetrized kernel Wo(p, p) = Wo(P, p')e< - > 

factors out (if y 2 + 4x0 y = 1, then c 2 = 0): 

_ , -12!l>(u')exp(u'" 2 u'), u'<u 

w,(u,u)- ( u'-u" 
2!l>(u) exp 2 ) , u < u' (3.6) 

and coincides with the Green's function of the operator 

' d[ d] 1 -L =- k(u)- + k(u) [k(u)e-u'- u'], -- = e-"'+ uYn !l>(u) 
du du k(u) ' 

(3.7) 
The corresponding differential equation in the particu
lar case of scattering of neutrons ( x 0 = 0) by hydrogen 
(y = 1) was considered in[ 9l. 

A curious feature of the Gaussian potential (or 
pseudopotential in the impulse approximation) I V 12 
= vgexp (- x0 q 2 ) is the possibility of nonmonotonic 
behavior of the function ve( p) (in the classical analy
sis [lJ the frequency ve( p) increases monotonically for 
hard potentials V( r) ~ r- s, s > 4, or decreases 
monotonically for soft potentials with s < 4). Notice 
should also be taken of the unstable character of the 
spectrum: at the pole>..< ve(O), at an arbitrarily 
small x 0 "' 0, the discrete spectrum goes over into a 
continuous one. 

In the general case of an arbitrary I V( q) 12 depend
ence the collision frequency w(p) from (3.3) can be 
expressed in terms of the frequency w ( p, x0 ) = w for 
a Gaussian potential (pseudo-potential): 

w(p)= J dxv(x)w(p,x). (3.8) 

From (3.3)-(3.8) we obtain 
1 00 1 

v,(p) = 4nn,M,l'2nM,T-J dqql V(q) I'+ 0 (-), (3.9) 
p 0 p 

v,(O) = 8nn,M1l'2nM,T J dqql V(q) I 'e-•'o', v/(0) = 0, 
0 

and the non-monotonicity condition v~(O) > 0 is satis
fied when 
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~ ~ 

J dqql V(q) l'e-a'q' < 2a' J dqq'l V(q) l'e-a'•'. (3.10) 
0 0 

It is possible to generalize the foregoing results to in
clude the case of averaging over the orientations (the 
vibrations are "turned off," i.e., r = 0, see (2.5) and 
(2.6)) by replacing in (3.2) and in the succeeding formu
las y by y( 2 - z 2) with further integration with re
spect to z. For example, 

1 

Wo(p, p', y)-+ Wo = J dzWo[p,p', y(2- z') ]. (3.11) 
0 

Averaging over the orientations does not change the 
asymptotic properties of v( p), but shifts the point 
v(O), i.e., changes the band width of the spectrum. 
Thus, in the hard-molecule approximation we obtain 
from (3.5) 

w(O) = { 2l'y/n(2 + n), 
4/y l'nv, 

in place of 8 ..r:;Ti and 8/y f7iY respectively. 

(3 .12) 

In the general case of collisions with molecules, 
with allowance for the vibrational transitions, we have 
for the frequency of the inelastic collisions 

dt ( p't' ) v(p)=n'I•K0Jdxv(x)JazJ exp --- (313) 
(u+rT'' it+r' • 

0 -~ 

where 

f' =X+ yz'I' +y(2- z') (it+ t'). (3.13') 

Since the main contribution to the integral (3.13) when 
p - oo is made by the region t - 0 and 

I'' (t)->- y(2 + z') (it+ t') + x, t->- 0, (3.13") 

we obtain 
I 

v(p)-+ Jazv,(p,y(2+z')], p-+oo, (3.14) 
0 

where the frequency of the elastic collisions is 
~ 

v,(p, y) = n'hK, J dx v(x) J dt[it + y(it + t') + x]-'h. 

[ p't' ] 
xexp - it+y(it+t')+x · (3.14') 

It is easy to verify (seer 9l, p. 34) that the integral in 
(3.14') coincides with (3.3), so that the asymptotic 
properties of v(p) and ve(P) are the same. 

In order to study the behavior of v( p) as p - 0, 
we expand (3.13) in powers of p2 : 

l 

- \"1 c 2n c = n'K,q;sh<p r dz ~I s 
v(p)- L. nP , n f( +'/ )J ,, d n , (ft), 

"=v Y n 2 0 z fl. ~-v(z-z) 

1 ~ 

S(ft)=-=J dxv(x) Jaue-•<•+'>[I,(u) 
1'11 0 

+ 2 t I,(u)e-d•'l•ch( <pl'iv- ~ + 1 } ) , 
~=l. 

(3.15) 

b=ch<p-1+<psh<p~x+(Y+ 1)'1· d=<pyz'. 
yz' \. 411 11 sh <p 

The internal integral in (3 .15) can be calculated with the 
aid of the Macdonald formula (see, e.g.r 13l, 4.17.4). We 
obtain 

1 4 d f. ( y-11+1) 
S(ft,x) = -:-:l'~t:::::b:::::(b:::::+=-2 ) l'fidb f.: K.(X+L'i)I.(X-L'i)ch q;L'i l1 . 

S(11)= J dxv(x)S(11,x), X±=l'bd+2d±ltbd. (3.15') 

The summation over the multiquantum transitions in 
(3.15') can be carried out by using asymptotic (with 
respect to the index) formulas for the Bessel functions 
(seer 13l, 7 .13.2). We havel> 

1 2 ~ 1 ( y - 11 + 1 } d ( e-•n• } 
S(11 x)= -- -ch <pl'i - --

' l'l1b(b+2) 1~E 1'1 11 db lo 
A=l 

2D = Y + arsh (Y I 2d), Y' = (Q- 1)'- 4d', 

Q = Y4bd + (2d + 1)'. 

Summing in (3.16), we obtain ultimately 

(3.16) 

O'oVonz 1 dz 00 p2n d" 1 
v(p)=--q;shrpj-Jaxv(x) ~ { • 

4y z' ~I'(n+'f,) d11" l'ftb(b+2) 
o n=O 

U = 1 + e-w- 2e-'nch ( <p 'Y-: + 1 } . (3.17) 

In particular, in the mass-tensor approximation for 
collisions of light atoms with hard molecules with 
small vibrational quanta, at sufficiently high tempera
tures when cp « 1 and y « 1 but cp /y > 1, we get 
from (3.17) for v(O) 

(3.18) 

The first term in (3.18) coincides with (3.5) (for 
y « 1), the second describes the contribution of the 
inelastic collisions. For example, in the mixture 
He+ h (y = 0.016, ® = nw/k = 306"K) at T = 2000°K 
the contribution of the vibrational transitions amounts 
to ~ 69%, and in the mixture He+ Br 2 ( y = 0.025, 
® = 465 °K) we have respectively ~ 67%. Thus, if the 
internal degrees of freedom can be easily excited in 
collisions, the total frequency greatly differs from the 
frequency of the elastic collisions only. 

From the foregoing analysis it also follows that the 
already-noted unstable behavior of the spectrum re
mains in force also when account is taken of inelastic 
collisions. If the pseudo-potential differs from the 
pseudo-potential in the hard-molecule approximation, 
the continuous spectrum starts with the point A. = 0. 
This means that the usual opinion that the relaxation 
time is equal to the reciprocal of the smallest eigen
value "-min of the Boltzmann operator is incorrect, 
and the distribution function can have a nonexponential 
asymptotic behavior as t-oo (see alsof 15 l). 

4. RELAXATION OF PARTICLES WITH LARGE MASS 
DIFFERENCE 

In the absence of external perturbations, for a 
spatially-homogeneous system, different harmonics in 

1lowing to the partial cancellation of the correction terms, the 
asymptotic formulas for the products of Bessel functions ensure good 
accuracy even when/':,<; I (at/':,= 1-5 the error is less than -5% in 
the region of values of X+ and X_ of greatest interest). 
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the expansion of the non-equilibrium distribution func
tion in a series (integral) 

' ~ 1 p 
f(p,t}= . .L/••mY,m(n)p-;R.,(p)exp(-i-.,t}, n=p-• (4.1) 

nlm 

relax independently, and it is possible to obtain from 
the Boltzmann equation a system of integral equations 
for the radial eigenfunctions Rnl and eigenvalues Anl: . 

[v(p)-i-.,]R.,(p}= J dp'W,(p',p)R.,(p'), (4.2) 
0 . 

1 • 
v(p) =-J dp'p'W.(p,p'), W,(p',p) = pp' J dQP,(cos 6)W(p',p). 

P, 

Because of the complicated structure of the kernels 
Wz(p', p), Eqs. (4.2) have no analytic solutions even 
for model potentials of the hard-sphere type. An ex
ception is a gas of Maxwellian molecules, and also the 
case of relaxation in a two-component mixture of par
ticles with large mass difference. The existence of a 
small parameter y = M1/M2 « 1 (Lorentz gas) or 
1/y « 1 (Rayleigh gas) greatly simplifies the solution 
of the eigenvalue problem, since the expansion of the 
kernels in (4.2) in powers of y or ( 1/y) makes it pos
sible to change over from integral equations to differ
ential ones. 

Using the expansion of the Neumann type 

exp(2pp'f') = in/4ppT' La (21 + 1)P,(cos 6)/,+'f,(2pp'f'), (4.3) 
l=O 

we obtain from (4.2) 

' • dt 
w,(p',p) = 2n't•Koipp' Jaz J dxv(x} Jl'r' . -· 

Xexp [it(p"- p')- f'(p" + p')] /,+Vo(2pp'f'). 
(4.4) 

Going over in (4.2) to the variable co = p2 and expand
ing the eigenfunction in a Taylor series in co' - co, we 
obtain 

1 • d" 
[ v (e)-;..,] r.,(e) =---=.La B.,(e) -. r.,(e}, 

· 2ye oao de 

1 a• .. 
B"'(e}=kr as• I·=• A,(s,e), R.,(e)=isr.,(e}; (4 •5) 

here Az( s, co) is the generating functions for the mo
ments of the energy transfer: -

A1(s, e)= J de' e<•'-•l• W,(e', e). (4.6) 
• 

The Taylor expansion (4.5) for the s-branch in the 
approximation of structureless hard sphere was con
sidered in[ 171 (the case of a Rayleigh gas is discussed 
in detail). 

We use the mass-tensor approximation for the 
molecules-hard spheres-for the integration in (4.4)
(4.6). Then r' =y(it +t2 +r) and 

-s· dt s· -A,(s, e)= 2n-y'n/yK, de'(ee')''•lwt,[2yyee' (it+ t' +f)] 
-y'it+ t' + r • 

x exp[(e'- e) (s + it)-y(e + e') (it+ t' +f)]. (4.7) 

The integrals in (4.7) for r = 0 (the vibrations are 
turned off) and in the harmonic approximation, when 

f= 2T cth~- exp{ro/T.-toot/T}+exp{irot/T} 
ro 2T. ro(exp{ro/T.}-1}/2T ' 

(4.7') 

can be calculated. It suffices for us, however, to con
sider the behavior of (4.7) as y - 0 and y -oo. We 
confine ourselves below to the case of a Lorentz gas, 
which is of greater practical interest than the case 
y » 1. In the limit as y- 0 we have 

21(1 - -
A (s )= ' K"''Jdt(it+t'+f)'Jde'(ee')<'+'Ji'e<•'-•X-+">[1 

' ,e r(l+'/,) •• -· . 
-y(e+e')(tt+t'+r)+O(y)]. (4.8) 

From (4 .8) it follows that in the approximation yl _. 0 
but yl+l = 0, the quantity Az( s, co) has the form of a 
polynomial in s, of degree 2l(l 2.:: 1), so that the ex
pansion in (4.5) contains derivatives of the eigenfunc
tions rnz(~) of order k ::S 2l. In the i-th approximation 
(yi+l = O) we have Az(s, ~)""' 0 if l > i. Thus, in the 
i-th approximation ( i 2.:: 1) the integral equations for 
the eigenfunctions rnz( ~) go over into differential 
equations of order 2i (or for r .. 0 into differential
difference equations that take into account multiquan
tum transitions with change of the vibrational quantum 
number by a ::s; i, see (4.7')). 

In molecular mixtures the inequality M1 << M2 is 
usually not well satisfied, and the expansion in powers 
of y converges slowly, while the solution of the com
plicated differential-difference equations describing 
the transitions between the states of the discrete 
oscillator spectrum entails considerable difficulties. 
In a molecular plasma for collisions of electrons with 
molecules y = m/M;;; 10-4 , and in the expansion in 
powers of y it is therefore sufficient to confine oneself 
to consideration of the s-spectrum. Let us discuss the 
concrete case of relaxation of electrons in a weakly
ionized plasma consisting of homonuclear molecules of 
one kind. 

As shown in[3l, an appreciable contribution to the 
relaxation of the energy of the electrons is made by 
inelastic collisions with excitation of rotational de
grees of freedom. With the aid of approximate rota
tional correlation functions obtained in[ 3 l by averaging 
over the smeared rotational spectrum, we can rewrite 
the system (4.2) in the form 

- -i-.,r.,(e} = 'f.,Q'n,m i2nmT J de'"fe' J dtexp[- y(e + e') (it+ t')] 
0 (4.9) 

x{6.+exp[- 2~ (it+t' ~)]} t [vr~(~t:.~:~l'" {e"<•-•'>r.,(e) 
lt=O 

_ 5 { 3nal'mT )' 6.--
7 4l'2QR. 

In (4.9), B, a, and Q are respectively the rotational 
constant, the polarizability, and the quadrupole moment 
of the molecules, and Ro is the cutoff radius of the 
polarization potential (see[ 3 l). 

In the case of a discrete spectrum of the Boltzmann 
operator, the relaxation time r of the distribution 
function is determined by the first non-zero eigen
value. We shall consider below only the s-spectrum 
(l = 0). Retaining in (4.9) terms of order not higher 
than the first in y and B/T, we obtain an equation of 
the Fokker-Planck type (x = p): 

111"+[2+ :r +4gx-x'+~(4x'-x'- !) (i+~x')''•h:~. 
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.T.-T fl [ ( e-•'I'I!J )']' + x' =0· 
T x'(1 +fix') yx(1 +fix') ' 

e-•'l'fz 7yT 
R.,(x)= 'IJ.(x). fi=-(H6o), (4.10} 

l'1 +fix' 12B 

32 ¥2m 
'-·• = -nn,BQ'~ -g •. 

15 · T 

We shall assume the molecular thermostat to be com
pletely in equilibrium (rotational temperature Tr = T). 
Equation (4.10} has the form of the Schrodinger equa
tion -Y21/J" + V(x, g)I/J = E(g)i/J, with the possible 
values of the parameter g being determined by the 
condition En(g) = 0. 

At T ~ 300°K we have {3 ~ 10-2, so that the thermal 
motion of the heavy particles can be regarded as a 
perturbation: 

1 1 
V = 2x'- 2gx-g;;--1 + f1(2gx'- x' + 1)+ O(fl). (4.11} 

We can apply the WKB method to (4.10} and (4.11), if 
the singularities of the potential are limited by chang
ing over from the sem iaxis 0 :s x < oo to the entire 
axis with the aid of the transformation x = e'P 
1/J = e'P12 z(cp ), so that ' 

d'z / dq>' + .K'z(<r) = 0, 
.. (4.12) 

J dq>e•[2(1- fl)+ 4ge•(1- fie'")- e'-(1- 2fl) 1''' = n(n + '/,). •. 
In the approximation @ = 0 we find cp 1 = - oo, 

cp 2 = ln(2g +-./ 2 + 4g2), and since 

J~ [ - ~-~] dq>K(<p)=(1+2g') arctg(gy2)-arcsin , (4.13) 
- ~+~ 

we obtain the "quantization" condition: 

arctg(gl'2) = n n- g' • 
1 +2g' 

(4.14} 

Equation (4.14) has as the first two exact roots g0 

= 0 and g1 = 1//2, and an asymptotic solution gn 
~ fT.ll2, which is applicable with accuracy ~ 2% al
ready to g2 and g3• When {3"' 0, representing g = g<o> 
+ {3 g< I>, and neglecting the shift of the turning point in 
(4.13) as an effect of order (3 312, we obtain for the 
correction g< 1> 

y~yi:+i 

J 2- 4g(!)x- 2x' ...L 4g<'>x' 
dx =0. 

l'2 + 4g<'> x - x' 

(4.15) 

We do not present the rather cumbersome exact value 
of g< 1> in accord with (4.15). When n = 0 we have 
g< 1> = 0 and when n = 1 we have g< 1> = 9.7. Thus, for 
l = 0 the Boltzmann operator has a discrete spectrum 
(with increasing g the potential well in (4.10) becomes 
deeper and deeper and the energy levels move through 
the point E = 0 in a downward direction). 

The quasiclassical eigenfunctions can be easily 
obtained from (4.10)-(4.14). Namely (en is the 
normalization constant, {3 = 0 ), 

Cn e-P'I' fP [ y 
R.,(p) !y'- 2(n+ 1)i''•cos 2 l'2(n+1)-y' 

+(n+1)arcsin y -~(n...L~)] 
l'2(n+ 1) 2 2 

y =p-y'in <l'2(n+ 1); 

(4 .16) 

Cn e-P'I'ip [ Y + lY2 - 2(n + 1)] n+l 

2[y'- 2(n + 1) ]''• l'2(n + 1) 

X exp{- ~ yy'-2(n+1)}. (4.16') 

y > l'2(n + 1). 

Greatest interest attaches to the first eigenvalues, 
which generally speaking cannot be calculated in the 
WKB approximation. However, in analogy with the 
results[9 J (article by N. Korngold) we can hope the 
exact eigenvalues to be close everywhere to the WKB 
spectrum. 

For the relaxation time of the distribution function 
we obtain 

1 32n , 112m 
--=f.,.=---BQ n,m y- (1 + 13,7fl). (4.17) 

-r 15y2 T 

As expected, the relaxation time of the distribution 
function differs little cS 15%) from the relaxation 
time of the electron energy 

1 2 1 dK 
-:;,- = 3 l'lT dt 

(seer3l, formula (3.6)2> with JJ. = m, Te = T1 = T). 

2lThere is a misprint in this formula: the T 1 in the third term should 
be preceded by a minus sign. 
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